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1. NOTATION AND INTRODUCTION 
Let V be an n-dimensional vector space over a field K. As usual, GL,(K) 
and SL,(K) are, respectively, the general and special linear groups. When n 
is even, let A be a non-degenerate alternating form on V and let Sp,(K) be 
the symplectic group of A. Let Q be a quadratic form on V whose associated 
symmetric bilinear form, given by 
B(x, Y) = Q(x + Y> - Q(x) - Q(Y), Vx,yE v 
is non-degenerate, and let O,(K) and SO,(K) be, respectively, the orthogonal 
and special orthogonal groups of Q. We denote the index of Q by v(Q). If K 
is a field with a non-trivial involutory automorphism J, then let I& be the 
fixed subfield off. It can be shown that K is a normal separable xtension of 
K, of degree 2. We shall often use 2 instead of J(;C) for ;1 E K. Let C be a 
non-degenerate hermitian form on V, thus 
C(x, /ly + PZ> = K(x, Y) + PC(X, Z), 
C(ix + jfy, z) = XC(x, 2) + pqy, z), 
ctu, x) = ctx9 Y), Vx,y,zE Y and V&,UEK. 
Let U,(K) and SU,(K) be, respectively, the unitary and special unitary 
groups of C. We denote the index of C by v(C). For any subspace U of I’, 
we shall denote its conjugate with respect o the appropriate form by U’; it 
will be evident from the context which form is being considered. 
The purpose of this paper is to prove that the stabilizers in the various 
classical groups of certain types of non-trivial subspaces, U, are maximal in 
the appropriate groups; the non-triviality requires that n > 2. If H is a 
symplectic, orthogonal or unitary group, then Stab, U = Stab, U’ < 
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Stab, Un U’. With a few exceptions when H is an orthogonal group and 
IKI=2 or 3, if {O)# lJnU’$ U, U’, then Stab,U< Stab,UnU’ (H. 
Thus if Stab, U is maximal in H, then one of U, U’ is totally isotropic, or U 
is non-isotropic, except possibly when 1 K j = 2 or 3. Furthermore, it is not 
difficult to show that if H is an orthogona1 group, the characteristic of K is 
2, U [or U’] is totally isotropic and Stab, U is maximal in H, then U [or UC] 
is either non-singular and l-dimensional, or is totally singular, except 
perhaps when lKl = 2. When H is a symplectic or unitary group, we shall 
use the word “singular” instead of “isotropic”; this is solely for convenience. 
In this paper, we prove that if U is totally singular, then Stab, U is 
maximal in H with a small number of exceptions (see Theorem l), which we 
explain using the geometry of the groups. The method of proof is to consider 
N=Sp,(W, SO,W) or SUn(K), and the action of Stab, U on certain types 
of l-dimensional subspaces of Y, we show that if Stab, U < F < H, then F 
acts transitively on these subspaces, from which we can readily deduce that 
F= H. The maximality of Stab, U follows as an easy corollary. We deduce 
the result for O,(K) and U,(K), and then for GSp,(K), GO,(K) and Gun(K) 
(see Theorem 2). For each of these eight types of group, we can deduce the 
equivalent result for their projective groups (see Theorem 3). 
This approach uses the geometry of the groups. Furthermore, we can 
prove the maximality of the stabilizers of non-isotropic subspaces that 
contain a singular l-dimensional subspace, in a similar way. However the 
details are somewhat different, and we do not prove this result here, for 
reasons of space. 
If H = GL,(K) or .SL,(K), and if U is a non-trivial subspace of V, then we 
prove that Stab, U is maximal in H (Theorem I). We give two proofs for 
this result, the first being similar to the proof of the result for the symplectic 
group, mentioned above; the alternative approach is to use Bore1 subgroups 
(see the Appendix). We then deduce the result for the projective groups, 
PGL,(K) and FSL,(K). 
2. ORBITS OF CERTAIN CLASSES OF I-DIMENSIONAL SUBSPACES 
Let HE {GL,(K), Sp,(K), O,(K), U,(K)}; if H= O,(K), then let 
Hi = SO,(K); otherwise let k?, = H n Z,(K). If H = GL,(K), then let U be 
an r-dimensional subspace of V and let D be the set of l-dimensional 
subspaces of V, let d = {a E D: a g U) and let r= L?\A. If HE { Sp,(K), 
O,(K), U,(K)}, then let U be an r-dimensional totally singular subspace of V 
(thus 1 Q r < n/2) and let 0 be the set of l-dimensional singular subspaces 
of V, let A = {a E 0: a c U), let n = {a E Q\d: a G i.J’{ and let 
r = f2\A v A. Let G = Stab, U and let G, = G f7 Hi. Except in the case of 
Hi when H=O,(K), n=2 and v(Q)=r= 1, let F,<H and F,<H, such 
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that G < F and G, < F,; we show as a corollary to Proposition 1 that G < H 
and G, < H,, except perhaps in the given case, so that such F and F, exist. 
A quasi-symmetry is a non-identity element of O,(K) or U,(K) that fixes 
every vector in a non-singular hyperplane of V (such a hyperplane will be 
non-isotropic unless H = O,(K) and K has characteristic 2). 
PROPOSITION 1. For each a E f2 and for each coset E of H, in H, there 
exists g E E A G such that ga = a, except when H = O,(K) and 
r = v(Q) = n/2 or when H = O,(K), a E A and r t 1 = v(Q) = n/2. 
Proof. We first note that if H = Sp,(K), then H = H, and the proposition 
is trivially true. Let a E R and let us write a = (x), where x E V. 
Suppose that H = GL,(K),and let E be a coset of H, in N; there exists 
AEK\{O) suchthatE={g~H:detg=d~.~t ~u,,...,u~~beabasefor Y 
such that x = ui for some 1 < i < n and (ui ,..., u,) is a base for U, then the 
map g: ui tt Au,, uj!-+uj, 29 j<n, lies in EiTG and ga=a. 
Suppose that H E {O,(K), U,(K)}, but that neither U nor W = U + (x} is 
totally singular of dimension n/2, thus Us U’. We show that W’ contains a 
non-singular vector, i.e., that W’ is not totally singular, which is implied by 
W’ @ W. Now x lies in one of U, V\U and v\U’. If x E U, then W= U, so 
WC+ U’ = W’ and therefore W’ @ W. If x E U’\U, then W is an I + l- 
dimensional totally singular subspace; by our supposition, r + 1 < n/2 and 
so W$ W’, i.e., W’ @ W. If x E V/U’, then Ug (x)‘, so (x)’ 17 U has 
dimension r - 1 and therefore has a l-dimensional complement in U, U,, 
say; U, is totally singular (since it is a subspace of U) and is orthogonal to 
(x)’ n U’ = W’, so if W’ is totally singular, then U, i- W’ is totally singular; 
I/, @ W’ since U, @ (x)‘, so U, t W’ = U’, and U’ is totally singular. But 
this contradicts U’ C$ (U’)’ = U, so we conclude that W’ is not totally 
singular. 
Let y be a non-singular vector in W’, then (y}’ is a non-singular hyper- 
plane containing U and x. Therefore every quasi-symmetry that fixes each 
vector in (y)’ lies in G and stabilizes a. If H = O,(K), then there are two 
cosets of H, in H, namely, H, and H\H,; every quasi-symmetry lies in H\H, 
(in this case, a quasi-symmetry is a symmetry) and the identity map lies in 
Hi, so if E is a coset of H, in H, then there exists g f Gn E such that 
go = a. If H = U,(K) and E is a coset of H, in H, then there exists 
pEK\{O) such that E=(gEH:detg=,u}, with,u+,C=l (cf. [l,p.65]); 
the quasi-symmetry g that fixes every vector in (y)’ and takes y to py has 
determinant ,u and therefore lies in E, thus g E G f? E and ga = a. 
Note that if H = O,(K), then by the exceptions of the proposition, neither 
U nor U + (x) can be totally singular of dimension n/2. 
Suppose that H = U,(K) and that either U or W = US (x) is totally 
singular of dimension n/2; let M = n/2. If x E U”, then W is totally singular 
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of dimension m; let {w, ,..., w,,,) be a base for W such that {w, ,..., w,} is a 
base for U and x = w, for some s E { l,..., m}. In the manner of [3, (1.3.2)], 
we can construct a totally singular m-dimensional subspace w* of V with a 
base {wr,..., wg} such that C(w,, w?) = a,,1 < i, j< m. If x 6Z U’, then, 
again in the manner of (3, (1.3.2)], we can construct a base {u, ,..., u,.} for U 
and a totally singular r-dimensional subspace U* of V, with a base 
(UT,..., UT} such that x = UT and C(ui, UT) = 6,, 1 < i, j< r. If E is a coset 
of H, in H, then there exists ,u E K\(O) such that E = {g E H: det g = p) 
with p . p = 1; by Hilbert’s “Theorem 90” (cf. [4, p. 42]), there exists 
6 E K\{O} such that ,u = <. 5-l. Now (w,, wT) and (ui, UT) are non- 
isotropic, so V=(W,,~~)@(W~,~~)‘=(U~,~~)@(U~,~~)’. and the 
maps g,: WI ++ 4-w, 3 WT k-+ f-‘WT, w w w, VW E (w,, WT)’ and 
g,:u, k-+cfu,, UT I-+<-'UT, UI+ u, VuE (u,,uT)' lie in CL,,(K). 
Furthermore C(yW,, c-‘wT) = C(w,, WY) and C(yU,, f-‘u:) = C(u,, UT), so 
g,, g, E H; g, stabilizes each (wi) and each (w:) and has determinant 
c.c-’ =,u, and g, stabilizes each (ui) and each (UT) and has determinant p, 
so g,, g, E G n E. If x E U’, then gi(x) = (x), and if x & U’, then 
g*(x) = (x), i.e., there exists g E G n E such that ga = a. 
COROLLARY TO PROPOSITION 1. G <H, and G, < H, except when 
H=O,(K), n=2 and v(Q)= 1. 
Proof If H = GL,(K), then H acts transitively on 0; Proposition 1 
shows that H, also acts transitively. Since G, stabilizes U, it cannot act tran- 
sitively on a, so G, < H,. Since G, = G n H,, it follows that G < H. 
If HE {Sp,(K), O,(K), U,,(K)}, when by Witt’s Theorem (cf. [6, p. 711) H 
acts transitively on a. Since V is spanned by singular vectors (cf. [2, p. 211 
and note that if H = Sp,(K), then every vector is singular) and G stabilizes 
U, G cannot act transitively on fi, so G < H. By Proposition 1, H, also acts 
transitively on 0, except perhaps when H = O,(K) and v(Q) = 
n/2 E {r, r + l), and G, cannot act transitively on R, so G, < H,. 
If H= O,(K), r= u(Q) = n/2 and n > 2, or r + 1 = v(Q) = n/2, then 
n > 4; we know that H acts transitively on fi and that G < H. Let (x) E R; 
then applying Proposition 1 to the totally singular subspace (x) and the 
element a = (x), Stab,(x) contains elements of both H, and H\H,. Thus H, 
acts transitively on R; since G, stabilizes U, it cannot act transitively on R, 
so G, <H,. 
Note that in the exceptional case, H = O,(K), n = 2 and v(Q) = 1, ~2 has 
only two elements, which are stabilized by elements of H, and interchanged 
by those of H\H,, (cf. [2, pp. 50 and 65]), so G, = H, = G < H. 
We now consider the orbits of G and G,, acting on R. By definition if 
H = GL,(K), then R = A UT and G and G, act on A and R if 
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H E (Sp,(K), O,,(K), U,(K)), then fz = A U TV A and G and G, act on 4, r 
and A (although A may be empty). 
PRGPQS~~O~ 2. fi) zff kf = i&(K), then G, has two orbits, d and f. 
(ii) rf HE {Sp,fK), O,(K), U~~K~~ and U is noi maximal totals 
si~g~~ar~ rhen G, has three orbits, A, I- and A, except whepr H = U”(K) aad 
Y + I = v(Q) = n/2. in this exceptional case, A and T are orbits of G,; A is 
the union of two orbits of G,, but is an orbit of G. 
If H E (Sp,(K), O,(K), U,(K)\ and U is maximal tot~1I.v singular, then G, 
has two orbits, A and r. 
Proosf, (i) Let a,/3 E A and y, S E F, then we can write a = (II,}, 
fl= (v~), y = (u,+,) and 6 = (v,, ,), where u,, v, E U and wr+,, v,+~ E v\U. 
We can extend the linearly independent sets {II,., u,+ i\ and {vI, v,+~ \ to 
bases {ui ,... 1 un} and (vl ,..., v,j for Y such that jul ,..., urt and (v~,..., vrj are 
bases for U. The map g: ui t-+ vi, 1 < i < n, lies in 6, takes a to @ and takes 
1’ to 6. By Proposition lt there exist g, , g, E g- *H, n G such that g%fp) =p 
and g,(S) = 6, thus g, g, g,g E G, , g, g(a) = p and g,g(y) = 6. Hence d and 
r are the orbits of G,; since G acts on these sets, they are also the orbits of 
G. 
(ii) Let a, p E A; then we can write a = (II> and /? = (v}? where u, v E U, 
and there is a linear is~morphism of U taking u to v, i.e., taking a to /I. By 
Witt’s Theorem, since U is totally singu~~, this map extends to an element of 
H, g say, which necessariiy lies in G. If H = O,(K) and r = v(Q) = n/2, then 
G = G, (cf. [2, pp. 50 and 65]>, so g E G,. Otherwise, by Proposition 1, 
there exists g, E g-‘H, n G such that g,(p)==& thus g,gE G, and 
g,gh) = 6 Th ere ore d is an orbit of G, and hence also of G. f 
Let y, 6 E r and if H = Sp,(K), O,(K) or U,(K), then iet D = A, B or C, 
respectively. We can write y = (u,+ i> and 6 = (v,+ ,), where u,,,” 
E v\V. Since u,+,, v,, 1 @ U’, (u,,,)’ n U and (v,, ,)’ n U have 
ifl;lknsion r - 1 and there exists u, E v\Uf’I (u,+ ,>’ and v, E UjUn (v,.+ 1>’ 
such that I)(+ u,, I> = D(v,, v,+ J + 0. If 6 is any linear isomorphism from 
(~,~~)‘n U to (v,,~)I f7 U, then the map: u,t, v,, eFfi t--+ vTil, u M B(u& 
Vu f (u,+ &>I r7 U is a ~-isomo~hism from U@ (XI,+ I) to U @ (v,+ *), and 
therefore by Witt’s Theorem, it extends to an element of 29, h say, which 
necessarily lies in G and which takes y to 6. If N= O,(K) and 
r = v(Q) = n/2, then G = G,, so h f G,. Otherwise, by Proposition 1, there 
exists h, E h-‘H, n G such that h,(6) =S, thus h,h E G and h,h(y) = 6. 
Hence r is an orbit of C, and therefore also an orbit of G. 
If H = Sp,(K) and r = n/2, fi = O,(K) and r = v(Q) or if H = U,(K) and 
r = v(C),then U is maximal totally singular, and U’\V contains no singular 
l-dimensional subspaces, so A is the empty set, and d and r are the only 
orbits of G, and G. 
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Otherwise A is non-empty. Let E, C E A, then we can write E = (v), 
C = (w), where v, w E U’\tJ. Since v, w E U’, the map v F+ w, u I--+ u, 
Vu E U, is a linear isomorphism of totally singular subspaces, and so by 
Witt’s Theorem, it extends to an element of H, k say, which necessarily lies 
in G, and which takes E to I& thus A is an orbit of G. Except in the case 
H= O,(K) and r + 1 = u(Q) = n/2, we can apply Proposition 1, so there 
exists k, E k-‘H, n G such that k,(C) = [. Thus k,k E G, and klk(e) = 6. 
Therefore A is an orbit of G,, and the orbits of G, are d, r and A, except 
when H = G,,(K) and r + 1 = v(Q) = n/2. They are also the orbits of G. 
If H = G,(K) and r + 1 = v(Q) = n/2 = m, say, then we can construct a 
base {u ,,.. ., u,, v1 ,..., vmi of singular vectors for I’, such that B(uj, uj) = 0, 
B(ui, vj) = 6,, 1 < i, j < m, and {u ,,..., u,-i) is a base for U (cf. (3,1.3.2]); 
we see that (II, ,..., u,, vm} is a base for U’. Let z be any singular vector in 
U’; then we can write z = u + Au, + pv, for some u E U and J., p E K; z is 
singular, so 0 = Q(Z) = A@, thus A= 0 or & = 0 (or both). Hence if (z) E A, 
then either z E U@ (u,) or z E U@ (v,,J Let (x), (y} E A such that 
x E U@ (u,) and y E U@ (v,) (such exist since (II,) and (vJ lie in A). 
We know that A is an orbit of G, so there exist I,, I, E G such that t,(x) = 
(urn) and &(y) = (v,,J. Now 1, and I, each stabilize an m-dimensional totally 
singular subspace and thus lie in H, (cf. [2, pp. 50 and 65]), so I,, 1, E G,. 
Therefore G, has an orbit containing (x) and (u,), and an orbit containing 
(y} and (v,). It is known that H, has two orbits of ~-dimensional totally 
singular subspaces (cf. [2, pp. 50 and 65)), those which intersect U@ (XI,) 
in a subspace of even dimension and those which intersect U@ (urn) in a 
subspace of odd dimension. Thus U@ (u,) and U 0 (v,) lie in different 
orbits of H,, and so (II,) and (v,,J cannot lie in the same orbit of G,. It 
follows that .A is the union of two orbits of G,. 
LEMMA 1. F, acts transitively on 0, except perhaps when H = O,(K), 
and r = v(Q) = n/2 = 1 or r + 1 = V(Q) = n/2, and F acts transitively on a. 
Proof. We will only prove that I; acts transitively on R, but it will be 
evident that the result for F, can be proved in a very similar way. 
Suppose G has two orbits, then these orbits are A and r. Each orbit of G 
is contained in an orbit of F, but F doesn’t stabilize U, so A cannot be an 
orbit of F, and so the orbit of F containing A must be A U I’= ~2. Thus F 
acts transitively on a. 
Suppose G has three orbits, then HE {Sp,(K), O,(K), U,(K)} and U is 
not maximal totally singular; the three orbits are A, r and A. Let X be a 
complement of U in u’; then XsU’, so Xnx’=Xfi(X’nv’)= 
Xn(X+U)‘=Xn(v’)‘=XnU=~O},andsoXisnon-isotropic;sinceU 
is not maximal totally singular, X contains a singular l-dimensional 
subspace and therefore has a base of singular vectors (cf. [2, pp. 21 and 
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34)). Hence U’ has a base of singular vectors, some of which may be in U. 
Let x E U and let z be a singular vector in U’\U, then x - z is a singular 
vector in U’\U, and x = (x - z) + z, so every vector in U can be expressed as 
the sum of singular vectors in V\iJ. Hence U' has a base of singular vectors 
that lie in U'\U. Therefore, since F doesn’t stabilize U or U’, A, n and A U/f 
cannot be orbits of F. Now, since /i is not an orbit of F, neither is &4 = 
d u r, but A is contained in an orbit of F, so that orbit must be 
d U n U r = 52. Thus F acts transitiveIy on Jz. 
In the case H= O,(K) and r + 1 = v(Q) = n/2 > 2, we know from 
Proposition 2 that n is the union of two orbits of G,. In the notation of 
Proposition 2, these were {a E A: a r U @ {II,)} and {a E A: a c U @ (vm)]. 
Thus if g f G, , then g{u,) E U @ (u,}, i.e., g stabilizes U @ (urn). Hence 
G,~St4,UO(u,)~~H, ( since U@ (urn) is maximal totally singular). 
Since any linear isomorphism of U @ (u,,,) extends to an element of 
Stab, U @ (u,), by Witt’s Theorem, G, < Stab, UO (urn). By the corollary 
to Proposition 1, Stab, U @ (urn> < H, , so G, is not maximal in H, . 
3. THE PROOF OF THE THEOREM 
We use Lemma 1 to prove Lemma 2, by showing that if H E (GL,(K), 
Sp,(K), U,(K)], then F, contains all the transvections of H, and that if 
H = U,(K), then F, contains all the “semi-transvections” of H. We.will then 
readily be able to deduce the main theorem. The notation of Section 2 will 
still apply in this section. 
LEMMA 2. F = H, except when H = U,(K) and r = v(Q) = n/2 > 2, and 
F, = H,, except when H = O,(K), and r = v(Q) = n/2 = 1 or r t 1 = 
v(Q) = n/2. 
ProoJ: A transvection t has the form t: V-, V: vi--t v +p(v)x, where 
x E q(O} and p is a linear form on V such that p(x) = 0; t is said to be 
centred on x. If H = Sp,(K) or U,(K), then every transvection is centred on 
a singular vector. It is evident from the de~nition, that if W is a subspace of 
V, and if t is a transvection centered on a vector in u’, then f stabilizes W. 
Note that every transvection lies in &C,(K). 
Suppose that HE {CL,(K), Sp,(K), U,(K)}. Let t be any transvection in 
H, , centred on x say, then (x) E 0. Let a & d, then by Lemma I, there exists 
j’~ F, such that J(x> = a, i.e., such that f(x) E U. Now ftf -’ is a 
transvection centred onf(x), so it stabilizes U. Thus ftf - ’ E G, < F, , and so 
t E F, . Therefore, every transvection in H, lies in F,. It is known that H, is 
generated by its transvections (for H= GL.(K) cf. [2, p. 381; for 
H = Sp,(K) cf. [ 1, p. lo]; for H = U,(K) cf. [Z, p. 49]), except when 
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H = U,(K), n = 3 and v(C) = 1. Hence F, = H, , except possibly in the one 
case. 
Suppose that H = U,(K), n = 3 and v(C) = 1, then we must have r = 1, 
i.e., UE 0. Let h E H,; then by Lemma 1, there exists f, E F, such that 
~~(~~) = U, i.e.,f,h E G, < F, . Thus h, E F,, and F, = H, in this case also, 
By Proposition 1, G contains elements of each coset of H, in H. Thus 
each coset of G in F contains elements of each coset of H, in H, and since 
G < F, it follows that G, < H, n F. We have already shown above that if 
G,<F,<HN1, then F,=H, for N#G,(K), so H,nF=Hl, thus H,<F. 
Therefore, by Proposition 1, F = H, when HE (GIL,(K), Sp,(K), U,(K){. 
Now suppose that H = O,(K). Let x be a singular vector in I’, then the 
map p,,,: (x)’ 3 (x)‘: z h z + B(z, u)x, where u E (x}‘, extends uniquely to 
an element of H,, which is also denoted by p,,. (cf. Tamagawa [5]). We 
shall call such a map a semi-transvection centred on x; we note that if 
r(Q) > 2 and if u is singular and linearly independent of x, then p,,, E H, is 
known as a long root element of U,(K). Now U is totally singular, so if 
x E U, then U E (x}’ and pX,! stabilizes U, thus p,,, E G, , ‘dx E U, u E (x)‘. 
Let pYaV E H, be any semt-transvection, then (y) E 0. Let IY E A, then by 
Lemma 1, there exists f E F, such that f(y) = a, i.e., f(y) E U, except when 
r = v(Q) = n/2 = 1 or when r f 1 = v(Q) = n/2. The map fp,,J- is a semi- 
transvection centred f(y) (cf. [S]) and thus lies in G, < F,, so p,,” E F,. 
Hence every semi-transve~tion lies in F,. Similarly, F contains every semi- 
transvection. 
If T is the subgroup of H, generated by the semi-transvections of H, , P is 
any hyperbolic 2-dimensional subspace of V, and SO(P) is the subgroup of 
H, consisting of the elements that fix every vector in P’, then it is known 
that H, = SO(P). 7’ except when K = GF(2) and r + 1 = v(Q) = n/2 = 2 (cf. 
151)- 
Let a be a singular vector in U, let b be a singular vector in Y such that 
B(a, b) = 1 (such exists: cf. 13, 1.3.2]), and let P = (a, b), then P is a hyper- 
bolic 2-dimensional subspace of V, containing only two singular l- 
dimensional subspaces. Since SO(P) stabilizes each of these subspaces and 
since U=(a)@(UnP’), SO(P)<G,<F,,F. We know that F and F, 
contain T, with a few exceptions, so F, = H,, except when r = v(Q) = 
n/2 = 1 or when r + 1 = r(Q) = n/2, and H, <F, except perhaps when 
r + 1 = v(Q) = n/2. By Proposition 1, G, and therefore F, contains elements 
of each coset of H, in H ,so F = H, except perhaps when r = r(Q) = n/2 or 
r + 1 = v(Q) = n/2 = 2. 
Suppose that r + 1 = r(Q) = n/2 = 2, then U E A, so if h f H, then by 
Proposition 2, there exists f, E F such that f,(hU) = U, i.e., such that 
f,h E G < F. Thus h E F, and so F = H in this case also. 
We note that in the case r = v(Q) = n/2 = 1, we have already seen that 
G, = G = H,; H, has index 2 in H, so G is maximal in H. 
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In the case r = v(Q) = n/2 2 2, we have already noted that G = G, , so by 
the corollary to Proposition 1, G < H, < H, thus G is not maximal in H. 
Since F, and F were chosen arbitrarily such that G, ( F, Q H, and 
G < F < H, we have now proved the main theorem: 
THEOREM 1. If HE: {GL,(K), Sp,fK), O,(K), u,(K)!, then G is 
maximal in H, except when H = O,(K) and r = v(Q) = n/2 > 2; and G, is 
maximal in H,, except when H = O,,(K), and r = v(Q) = n/2 = 1 or r + 1 = 
v(Q) = n/2. 
4. THE GENERAL AND PROJECTIVE CLASSICAL GROUPS 
We shall use the notation of Section 2 and prove results for the general 
and projective clasical groups, corresponding to Theorem 1. 
The general symplectic group GSp,(K), corresponding to Sp,(K) is 
{g E GL,(K): A(gx, gy) = &4(x, y), Vx, y E V}. The general orthogonal 
group GO,,(K), corresponding to O,(K), is {g E GL,(K): Q&x) = 
&Q(x), Vx E I’}. The general unitary group GU,,(K) corresponding to 
U,(K), is (g E GIL,(K): C(gx, gy) = A,C(x, y), Vx, y E V}. In each case I, is 
an element of K\(O}, determined by g. We shall denote the general group of 
H f (Sp,(K), O,(K), U,(K)}, by N, note that H u N. 
THEOREM 2. Stab,U is maximal in N, except possibly when 
N = GO,,(K) and r = v(Q) = n/2 >, 2. 
ProoJ We shall assume that we are not considering the excepted case, so 
that G is maximal in H by Theorem 1. Let L = Stab,v U and let M < N such 
that L -c M (such exists since G = L f3 H < H). 
The result is trivially true if N = H, so we shall suppose that H < N. Let 
f E n/r\L, then by definition fU # U. It is evident from the definition of N, 
that it acts on the r-dimensional totally singular subspaces of V; by Witt’s 
Theorem, the action of H is transitive, so there exists h E H such that 
h(~) = U, i.e., hf EL. Thus f-‘hf@L, but HUN, so f-‘hf EN. 
Moreover, hf E L CM and f -’ E h4, so f-‘hf E MnHjL nH, i.e., 
G=LnH<MnH<H.ByTheoreml,thisimpliesthatMr‘lH=H,and 
so H < 44. Let k E N, then since H acts transitively on the r-dimensional 
totally singular subspaces, there exists h, E H such that h,(kU) = U, i.e., 
h,kEL CM. Now H<M, so h,EM and therefore kfM. Hence N=M 
and Stab,U is maximal in N. 
Let Y(v) be the projective space corresponding to V, and let 9(U) be the 
subspace of .P(F’), corresponding to U. Let 2, be the centre of GLJK), then 
PGL,(K) = GL,(K),‘Z, is the projective general linear group of V. With 
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each subgroup E of CL,(K), there is associated a subgroup E* = E - Z,/Z,, 
of PGL,(X), isomorphic to E/En Z,. 
THEOREM 3. Let E E (GL,(K), SL,(K), Sp,(K), GSp,(K), O,(K), 
SO,(K), GO,(K), U,(K), SU,(K), GU,(K)). If we except the cases: 
E = GO,(K) or O,(K) and T = v(Q) = 42 2 2 or; E = SO,(K) and r + I =L- 
v(Q) = n/2, then Stab,,Y(U) is maximal in E*. 
Proof ‘Y(V) can be considered as the set of l-dimensional subspaces of 
V, and 9(U) as the set of l-dimensional subspaces of U. Since Z, fixes 
every subspace of V, and since E* = {g ‘2,: g E E}, the action of E* on 
9(V) is the natural action, derived from the action of E on the I- 
dimensional subspaces of K Therefore Stab,, 9(U) = ( gZ,: g E Stab, U} = 
(Stab, U)*. 
Any subspace of E . Z, that contains Z, can be written S . Z, for some 
S GE. Since Stab, U is maximal in E, by Theorems 1 and 2, it follows that 
(Stab, u> .Z, is maximal in E * Z,. Now 2, is normal in E + Z,, so there is 
a one-to-one naturaf correspondence between the subgroups of E a Z, 
containing Z,, and the subgroups of E *, Therefore Stab,.Y(U) is maximal 
in E*. 
APPENDIX: AN ALTERNATIVE APPROACH TO THE CASE H=GL,(K) 
In this section, we shall use the notation of Bourbaki [7]. 
DEFINITION. A Tits system is a set (G, B , N, S), where G is a group, 3 
and N are subgroups of G and S is a subset of N/(B n N), satisfying the 
following conditions. 
(Tl) The set BUN generates G, and B n N is a normal subgroup of 
N. 
(T2) The set S generates the group W= N/(B n N) and consists of 
elements of order 2. 
(T3) For each s E S, w E W, sBw c BwB U BswB, where s and w, 
being cosets of B n N in N, are considered as subsets of G. 
(T4) For each s E S, SBS & B. 
If w E W, then we denote 3wB by C(w); if X g S, then we denote the 
subgroup of W generated by X, by W,, and we denote B W,B (= the union 
of BwB, for all w E W,) by G,, thus G, = B and G, = G. 
We quote the following result from Bourbaki [7]. 
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THEOREM. (a) For every subset X of S, the set G, is a subgroup of G, 
generated by lJssx C(s). 
(b) The map XI+ G, is a bijection from the set of subsets of S to the 
set of subgroups of G containing B. 
Cc> If (xi)iol is a family of subsets and if X = ni,, Xi, then 
G, = ni,, Gxi. 
(d) If X and Y are two subsets of S, then G, c G, (respectively 
G, = G,,) if and only if X c Y (resp. X = Y). 
Bourbaki shows, as an example, that if G = GL,(K) acting on V with base 
iv 1 ,*a*, vn}, with respect to which B is the subgroup of upper triangular 
matrices, and N is the subgroup of matrices having exactly one non-zero 
entry in each row and column, then B f7 N consists of the diagonal matrices 
and W = N/(B n N) can be identified with the permutation group on n 
elements. If S is the set of elements j, 1 < j < n - 1, where sj is the element 
of W corresponding to the transposition ofj and j + 1, then (G, B, N, S) is a 
Tits system. 
The subgroup B can also be considered as the stabilizer of the flag {0} = 
v,c v, c ‘** c V, = V, where Vi = (vi ,..., vi). Now B n N stabilizes each 
subspace (vi), so for 1 < j < n - 1, sj can be considered as a subset of 
elements of G that interchange (vj) and (vj+i), and fix every other (vi). 
We are now in a position to give an alternative proof for part of 
Theorem 1. 
THEOREM. If U is any subspace of V, and G = GL,(K), then Stab, U is 
maximal in G. 
Proof: Let r be the dimension of U, then we can choose a base {vi ,..., v, } 
for V such that U = V,, where Vi = (vi ,..., vi) for 1 < i < n. Let B, N, W and 
S be as above and let F = Stab, U. 
We first note that F contains B, so by the Theorem stated above, F = G, 
for some subset X of S. Considering sj as a subset of G, the elements of sj 
stabilize U if and only if j # r. Thus if Y = {sj: j # r}, then G, < F, but by 
the Theorem above, since Y is a maximal subset of S, G, is maximal in G. 
Hence X = Y, F = G, and is maximal in G. 
In addition to this theorem, we can prove: 
THEOREM 4. If F is a maximal subgroup of G = GL,(K), containing the 
stabilizer of a flag {O} c V, c - .. c V,, = V, then F = Stab, V, for some 
l<r<n--I. 
Proof. Let {vi,..., vn} be a base for V such that (v, ,..., vi} is a base for 
Vi, then let B be the stabilizer of the flag, and let N, W and S be as above. 
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By the stated theorem, F = G, for some subset X of S; since F is maximal 
in G, X must be maximal in S, i.e., X = {sj: j # I} for some 1 < r < n - 1. 
However, we have seen in the previous Theorem that for this set X, G, = 
Stab, V,. Hence F = Stab, V,, as required. 
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